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Abstract This study investigates the usage of the key words in Yeltsin's 
addresses, the Russian Presidential Addreses to the Federal Assembly, and how 
the Russian printed press, the broadsheet "He3aBIICIMa只 r狙 eTa"(Independent 
Newspaper), reported about Yeltsin's addreses. The key words in Yeltsin's 
addresses reflect the social conditions of the times. The key words of the press 
are the words, which relates to the name of Yeltsin. Journalists used these words 
with different nuances to report the addresses of Yeltsin and they reported 
Yeltsin's addresses with a critical eye. 
Keywords Russian President, annual state-of-the-nation, Russian press, text 
mining, style of speech/discourse 
1. Introduction 
Boris Nikolayevich Yeltsin assumed the presidency of the Russian Federation in 1991. 
As a former Secretary of the Soviet Union Communist Party, he was a person of power in 
Soviet Union and took control of the real power of the state. After the death of Joseph 
Stalin, who was General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party, Georgy Malenkov, 
Nikita Khrushchev, Leonid Brezhnev, Yurii Andropov, Konstantin Chernenko, and Mikhail 
Gorbachev followed consecutively as the leader of the Soviet Union. In 1990, Gorbachev 
assumed the first and last Soviet presidency, but it was not through an election in a 
referendum. When a coup sought to remove Gorbachev from power on August 19, 1991 , 
conservatives of the Soviet Communist Party placed Gorbachev under house arrest. Yeltsin 
rose against the coup, which was defeated in three days. Although the coup failed, it 
caused the fal of not only Soviet president Gorbachev but also the authority of the Soviet 
Communist Party. Yeltsin, who was the president of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist 
Republic, acceded to be the president of the Russian Federation after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union on December 25, 1991. As president, he tried to transform Russia, from 
socialism to capitalism, and to lead it toward democratization. Toward these goals, Yeltsin 
needed to deliver the idea of a structure of a new country to the citizens. 
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This study explores the key words of Yeltsin in the Russian Presidential Addresses to the 
Federal Assembly to investigate what and how Yeltsin delivered the policy as the leader 
of the country. Also this study analyze how the Russian printed press reported Yeltsin's 
addresses to the readers. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews a previous study on Yeltsin's 
speech style by faBp:rrJIOBa (Gavrilova 2012), followed by a discussion on the Russian press 
in the beginning of the 20th century in Section 3. Then Section 4 describes the aim of this 
study. Section 5 introduces the corpus information. Section 6 comprises the arguments on 
Yeltsin's addresses and the press. Lastly, this study concludes the paper and sets the future 
tasks in Section 7. 
2. Speech style of the first president of the Russian Federation 
With Yeltsin as the president, the Russian Federation started as a new democratic state, 
from a socialistic one. In such circumstance, Yeltsin needed to establish a picture of the 
Russian President to lead and reconstruct Russia after the chaos. 
faBpHJIOBa (Gavrilova 2012) investigated certain features of a rhetoric portrait of Yeltsin 
as the first president. According to Gavrilova, a study of presidential rhetoric sets one's 
expectations of the positive and negative consequences of specific statements, and defines 
the individ叫 speechstyle of a person striving to become a president. faBpHJIOBa (Gavrilova) 
observed how the understanding of the word'president'changed in Russia, and noted its 
appearance since the period of Peter the Great. In the Soviet Union, from the 1960s to the 
1980s, a'president'was regarded as a chairperson, who was elected to lead a society or a 
scientific institution. From the 1990s, a'president'was considered an elected head of state 
(as in the case of most countries with a republican form of government). In the beginning 
of the 21st century, a'president'was regarded as a chairperson elected to manage a society, 
an association, or a scientific institution. ~y: 皿 HOB(Chudinov 2003) pointed out that in the 
presidential election in 2000, the metaphorical expression'president'occupied an important 
role as a czar. faBpHJIOBa (Gavrilova) argued that Yeltsin tried to understand the meaning 
of'president'in his own addresses by defining its scope. In her study, faBpHJIOBa (Gavrilova) 
noted Yeltsin's comparison of a president to a vehicle: "月 ー MaIIIMHa)J,JI51rrpHH51T⑬ 
pe111eH雌．（…） Ho 3Ta MaIIIMHa ,J,OJIJKHa邸 MaThM ti:yBCTBOBaTh,)J,OJIJKHa BOCIIpHHMMaTh 
MHp BO BCex ero B3aMMOCB江351X.8TO且OJIJKHa6hITh氷 MBa月 MaIII皿 a.I1tta吼e-rpo111 e甘郎Ha.
" (I am a vehicle for -making decisions. But this vehicle must think and fel, must perceive 
the world in al its interrelations. It must be a live vehicle. Otherwise -this vehicle is 
just a penny price.) (EJih~H, Yeltsin 2008) raBpHJIOBa (Gavrilova) contended that Yeltsin 
provided the Russian nation with a new political concept to be able to perceive the idea 
of a president in the Russian Federation, especially as he was the head of state elected as 
a result of democratic elections. 
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At the inauguration of Yeltsin in 1991, he addressed the nation as the first president of the 
Russian Federation: "Ilpe3叩詑HTHe Bor, He HOBO月 MOHapx,He BCeMory:w;IIii qy,n;OTBOpe且・
OH -rpa:lK皿 HMH.06.r四 eHHbl杭 orpOMHO計 OTBeTCTBeHHOCTblO3a cy,n; 函yPace皿 MCBOMX 
corpa:lK邸 H,OH rpe:lK期 Bcero可e.roBeK,KOTOpOMY OKa⑬ HO BbICIIee Hapo皿 oe八OBepHe."
(The president is not God, not a new monarch, not an almighty miracle worker. He is a 
citizen. Vested with a huge responsibility for the fate of Russia and its fellow citizens, he 
is above al a person who has been accorded the highest national confidence.) (E.rrh~H, 
Yeltsin 1991) According to Yeltsin, a president is not a God, but one of the Russian 
citizens; being elected to his position by the citizens, the Russian nation believes in him as 
the president. As faBpH.JIOBa (Gavrilova 2012) noted, Yeltsin considered himself as a vehicle 
that would lead the nation, but highlighted the fact that his leadership was a consequence 
of elections. In addition, Yeltsin stressed that as a vehicle, he must also think and feel; 
otherwise, he renders himself unfit to lead the country. In summary, Yeltsin's definition 
of a president, using vehicle as a metaphorical language for the position, implied that 
the Russian president was created by democratic elections, and that the Russian nation 
requires its existence in the Russian Federation. 
3. The Russian press in the beginning of the 20th century 
The first Russian press was published in 1703 under the czarism of Peter the Great. 
Until the 18th century, printing technology had been completely undeveloped and the 
literacy rate of the Russian nation had been low. After the last half of the 19th century, 
the industrial development and the N arodniks movement propeled the pres system to 
be more active. In the Soviet era, the newspaper of the Communist Party'、IlpaB八a"
(Pravda) and the government-controlled newspaper "l13BecTr51" (Izvestia) were the main 
media (Iijima 2009).'、IlpaB,n;a"(Pravda) means truth in English and "l13BeCTH51" (Izvestia), 
news. However, at that time, the press could not criticize the authorities or incidents in 
detail that the following anecdote became popular: in the'、IlpaB邸a"(Pravda), there is no 
truth; in the "l13BeCTH汀" (Izvestia), there isno news. 
When Gorbachev became the General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party in 
1985, he adopted the policies of perestroikふ andglasnost, to rebuild a rigid political 
structure. These policies gave the nation the "right to know" about the news, including 
national inteligence and military activities. Through these policies, the news could now be 
reported based on the perspective of not only the Communist Party but also the journalists. 
Specifically, when the Chernobyl accident occurred, the importance of the disclosure of 
information was emphasized. Gorbachev failed to act because the information on the 
1 、'Perestroika"means "rebuilding". Pere is prefix that means "again"; stroika,"construction" 
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Chernobyl meltdown did not reach him or the nation, which lead to increases in damages 
and the number of victims. 
When Yeltsin came to power as the first president of the Russian Federation, he transitioned 
Russia to a democratic political system, and the economic system to capitalism. Yeltsin also 
brought change to Russia's media when the media law came into efect on December 27, 
1991. Such law consisted of seven chapters, namely, the general rules, organization of mass 
media activities, dissemination of mass information, relation of mass media with citizens 
and organizations, rights and obligations of the journalist, interstate cooperation in the 
field of mass information, and liability for the infringement of legislation on mass media. 
The且rstchapter described the basic concepts of the media, and prohibited censorship and 
the misuse of mass information. As Iijima (2009) pointed out, the media changed from 
an organ of the party to an independent media, which also entailed that the media could 
no longer take governmental financial support. However, such transition also occurred 
while the Yeltsin administration accelerated effort toward a market economy, causing 
an inflationary problems. Because a number of newspaper companies could not keep 
up with the economic events, thus there was lack of expense for paper, printing, and 
employment, they were forced to raise the price of newspapers and found refuge under 
oligarch or government-run companies. Because these sponsors limited media freedom 
or editorial rights, these newspaper companies turned back to their old ways, that is, 
reporting what the sponsors wanted. Nevertheles, between the end of the 1980s and the 
beginning of the 1990s, the period of a sharp reform in the Russian press continued, 
as pointed out by CMnpHOBa (Smrnova 2017). The printed media began to form as an 
important factor in the burgeoning democracy for the public due to the horizontal system 
CMnpHOBa (Smrnova 2017). This situation enabled the Russian pres to develop rapidly 
and increase circulation. From 1991 to 2001, the number of newspapers and journals 
rose, including the "KoMMepcaHT'h" (Kommersant), "CoBeprneHHO ceKpeTHo" (Absolutely 
secret), "He3aBncnMa51 ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper), and "Pocc皿 CK51ra3eTa" (Rossiyskaya 
Gazeta). 
In recent years , various kinds of information have become available from different media 
platforms, such as newspapers, radio, television, and the internet. These media provide 
indirectly the public with value judgments on, among others, incidents, social issues, 
presidents, and politicians. 
Suzuki (2012) pointed out the "gate-keeping function" of the present media in which the 
media selects the information to which the audience is exposed. In the 1990s Russia, as 
access to the internet was limited, people obtained information only from television, radio, 
and the printed pres. 
This study uses the Russian press "He3aBncnMa51 ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper). This 
paper has been published from 21 December, 1990 as a broadsheet. In 1999, "He3aBncnMa51 
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ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper) opened free access to its materials on the Internet as the 
first high-quality Russian newspaper and nowadays their homepage says that "He3aBIICIIMa51 
ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper) is one of the largest periodicals of modern Russia, 
devoted to the topical problems of social, political and cultural life in Russia and beyond. 
4. The aim of this study 
The aim of this study is to investigate how the Russian pres reports the addresses of 
the First Russian president, Boris Yeltsin. Yeltsin began to report policy in the Russian 
Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly, therefore this political event allowed the 
nation to know the policy of the government and the stance of the current administration. 
This study focused on the Russian press at that time, and collected articles from "He3aBHCHMa5I 
ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper), in which journalist report about Yeltsin's addresses. 
When we compare the texts between Yeltsin's texts and articles in the press, then, the 
result would show us the difference in interpretation between the speaker and reporters. 
This study aims to find out when a journalist writes with a critical eye, what framework 
they use to inform their readers. 
5. Data and method 
This study used six Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal Assembly delivered 
by Yeltsin from 1994 to 1999 and the corresponding articles published by the "He3aBMCMMa5I 
ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper) for the same period. Table 1 shows the corpus information 
of this study, including the number of target files, and types and tokens in al texts. 
files types tokens 
Yeltsin's Addresses 6 
"He3aBIICIIMa5! r四 eTa"(Independent Newspaper) 21 
Table 1: Corpus information 
7,553 97,215 
8,090 21, 854 
The texts of the Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal Assembly given by Yeltsin 
can be found on the Russian political aggregate site: "KohrCyJihTaHTITJiroc -Ha,IJ,e2KHa51 
rrpaBoBa51 no邸 ep水 Ka"(ConsultantPlus -reliable legal support). This study collected 
the articles which mention the Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal Assembly 
"He3aBMCMMa51 ra3eTa" (ndependent Newspaper) in the Russian State Library national 
archive. We can access the library after registration and paying a 100 ruble fe. This allow 
access to the Russian State Library for 5 years. This study only investigates newspaper 
articles written about Yeltsin's addresses to the Federal Assembly. Note that this study 
uses lemmatized texts of Yeltsin's addresses to examine what kind of words used Yeltsin in 
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his addresses. To observe the style of the press, texts the articles were not lemmatized. 
This study uses the political documents of the First Russian President. Bayram says 
that "Politics is a struggle for power in order to put certain political, economical and 
social ideas into practice. In this process, language plays a crucial role, for every political 
action is prepared, accompanied, in且uencedand played by language. " (Bayram 2010, 24). 
Also Fairclough (2006) refer to the effects of words in the political sphere. Therefore an 
investigation of Yeltsin's viewpoints from the address transcripts gives an indication of 
political communication. 
This study also uses the articles from the press. Fowler (1998) points out that the media 
analysis has a descriptive approach, not a destructive one because of bias, and al news 
always report events from some particular ang;le based on economical and political position. 
This study pays attention to the usage of typical words in the press or expressions to fine out 
how journalists report the addresses of the Russian president and what kind of impression 
they cause the readers to have of the president. 
This study investigated the tendencies of political texts, by using the Cas叫 Conc2.
Using this software, a correspondence analysis shows relationships among each text and 
the relevance of texts and words; concordance lines show the usages of a target word 
vertically. Based on these usages tendencies, the typical collocations of a specific word can 
be determined. 
At first this study presented Yeltsin's viewpoints in the addresses. Secondly, it analyzed 
articles and headline on the Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal Assembly.Third, 
it examined how journalists express of the president and their viewpoints, referencing the 
expression about Yeltsin in the press. 
6. Yeltsin's addresses and the press 
6.1. Yeltsin's addresses 
Yeltsin's addresses are divided as shown in figure 1. The texts relationship can be 
separated into two groups at a tilt, one group is texts from 1994 and 1995, and another 
group is texts from1996, 1997, 1998 and 1999. These years show the periods of Yeltsin's 
administration: the first period from 1991 to 1995 and the second period from 1996 to 
1999. 
Figure 2 shows the typical words used in Yeltsin's addresses. Words used in the first 
period of Yeltsin's administration such as: B0:3MO水 HOCTh(posibility), rrpuHu;urr (principle), 
o6ecrrequTb (supply), Hau;uoHaJibHhI計 (national),HOBhIH (new), IIOJIMTMqecKui-i: (political), 
cuJia (power), Me氷 ,n,yHapo,n,HhIH(international), 3KOHOMMKa (economy), KOHCTMTyu、l'.151(constitution) 
and rrpoBo6oi-i: (legal). Words in the second period Yeltsin's administration include: CBo6o,n,a 
2 Professor Y. Imao created this fre software for text analysis. I would like to express appreciation for 
it. 
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Figure 1: The word relationships of Yeltsin's Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal 
Assembly from 1994 to 1999 
(freedom), Kpmrrc (crisis), ro皿 ep:lKKa(support), BOeHHhI社 (military),rrpaBo (right), rryTh 
(way), OTBecTBeHHOCTh (responsibility), MexaHH3M (mechanism), rocy: 八apCTBeHHhI社 (state),
pa60Thr (job), aKT (action), rrpaB11TeJihCTBO (government), KOHTpOh (controle), rrpe,n,rrprr51Trre 
(company), opraHrr3a~51 (organization), phIHOK (market), perrroHaJIHHhI社(regional),OTOHOIIIeHrre 
(relationship), 6e3orrocHOCTh (safety) and pocT (growth). The keywords in the texts from 
the 1994 to 1995 group of his administration are related to political words, whereas 
keywords in the second period from 1996 to 1999 in Yeltsin's administration are rerated 
to developing busines in the Russian economy. 
Be3orrocHOCTb (safety) is a distinguishing word in Yeltsin's first administration. The 
concordance lines showed that collocations of 6ecorrocHOCTh (safety) e.g. BOeHHa51 6ecorrocHOCTh 
(military security), Ha皿 OHaJihHa516ecorrocHOCTh. Yeltsin mention personal security 3.3%, 
military security 9.9% and national security 23% in his addresses. See (1), (2) and (3). 
(1) 八€MOKpaTM'-I€CK0€ rocy: 邸apCTBOHe BrrepaBe BTOpraTbTC51 B'-IaCTHyIO)Kll3blb rpa)K印姐H,
HO OHO瓜OJI)KHOo6ecrre'-IMTb Ka水瓜OMY'-I€JIOBeKy JIM'-IMHYIO 6ecorracHOCTb M 3aIIIMTY 
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Figure 2: The textual relationships of Yeltsin's Russian Presidential Addresses to the 
Federal Assembly from 1994 to 1999 
ero ,Il;OCTOHHCTBa. 
(A democratic state does not have the right to intrude into the private lives of its 
citizens, but it must ensure that every persons personal security and dignity are 
protected.) 
(Yeltsin 1994) 
(2) O,n; HHH3 Ba水 Hem1mxacrreKTOB yKperrJI碑皿racy:且apCTBeHHOCT叩 IBJI51eTC51o6ecrre可eHHe
BOeHHO月6e3orrocHocTrrPace社CKO月①e,n;epa~H. 
(One of the most important aspects of strengthening statehood is to ensure 
the security of militaries position in the Russian Federation.) 
(Yeltsin 1995) 
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(3) IlpnopIIT8TbI B o6JiaCTII HaIJ;MOH邸 bHOH6e30IIOCHOMCTM Harneit CTpaHbI -3TO JIMKBI,IJ,aIJ; 皿
O"laroB B08HHbIX KOH中JIMKTOBy rpaH皿 PoccttM(...). 
(The main priorities in for the national security of our country is the elimination of 
hotbeds of military conflicts near the borders of Russia (...).) 
(Yeltsin 1994) 
Yeltsin's national goal was to transform Russia into a democratic country. According to 
him, a democratic system of governance must provide security, order, and harmony in 
society with as little government interference as possible. The First Chechen War began in 
1994, and the Chechen aimed to become independent from Russia, so they abandoned the 
Russian Church and they spelled words from the Cyrillic alphabet to the Latin alphabet. 
Because of this conflict between Russia and Chechen, Russia resorted to responded with 
military action. Therefore, Yeltsin almost always mentioned a'safety'in connection to 
military security and national security as in (2) and (3). 
Because Yeltsin intended to transform Russia into a democratic country, he often used 
the word cB060,L1,a (freedom) with npaBo (rights) of rpa水 邸HIIH(citizens), pocc皿 HU:H
(Russians) or'-!eJIOBeK (people). When Yeltsin mentions freedom, he lists such words 
6e30TIOCHOCTb (safety)'6JiarOCOCTO只Hrre(welfare) , coJirr仄apHOCTh(solidarity) and ,L1,eMOKpa叩
(democracy). Concordance lines show the rate of their usage in Yeltsin's addresses: npaBo 
r CB060,L1,a rpa)K八紐 (rightsand freedom of the citizens) -12%, npaBo r CB060,L1,a pocc岡 H
(rights and freedom of Russians) -1.8%, rrpaBo r CBo6⑩ a'-IeJIOBeKa r rpa水皿HrrHa(rights 
and freedom of the citizens and the individual) -11 %. Yeltsin refer the rights of the citizens 
in sphere of society, see (4) and (5). 
(4) () .. C03邸 Tb郎 IICTBYIOIIJ;HeMexa皿 3Mb]o6ecrreqeHII5I I 3aIJ;ITbI rrpaB I CB060,II, Ka氷 ,I,Oro
可eJIOBeKa,He3aBIICIIMO OT HaIJ;IIOH釦 IbHOCTII,Bepbr, COIJ;HaJibHOro IIOJIO)KeH皿(...)
((...) create effective mechanisms for ensuring and protecting the rights and freedoms of 
every person, regardless of nationality, faith, social status (...)) 
(Yeltsin 1994) 
(5)八OJI平 HOH€YKOCHHT€bHO o6ecrre田HBaTbC只 rrpe邸CM0Tp€HH0€ KOHCTHTYU:€ 註paBeHCTBO
rrpaB n cBo6o,n; Bcex rpa率仄aHBHe 3aBHCHMOCTH OT MX HaD;HOHa.JihHOCTH. 
(The equality of rights and freedoms of al citizens provided for in the Constitution, 




The right and freedom of citizens, which Yeltsin mentioned in 1994, indicated the framework 
of behavior and these rights and freedom should be recognized in Russia. In addition Yeltsin 
made the point that al citizens in the whole of Russia have the right to have their own 
beliefs, including religious beliefs, regardless of their nationality, faith and social status, 
that is to say, Russian citizens have freedom of religion. In 1999 Yeltsin used a word CBo6o邸
(freedom) with a concept of avouchment under the constitutional law as in (6) and (7). 
(6) KOHII8IITY邸 bHOHOCHOBO廿KOHCTHTYIIHHpOCCHHCKO釦ゎe,r,epa1HHrrpH3HaHo 3aKperrJieH11e 
rrpaB M CB06o,n,'-18JIOBeKa B Ka'IeCTBe BbICIIe:ti. II8HHOCTH. 
(The conceptual basis of the constitution of the Russian Federation recognized the 
consolidation of human rights and freedoms as the highest value.) 
(Yeltsin 1999) 
(7)恥 MaIO,TaK2K€ Ha3peJia Heo6xo,n;IIMIICTb cpo暉 0月pa3pa60TKIIrrpaBOBbIX OCHOBaH雌
(..) Ha TeppIITOp皿 cy6訳 KTOBpOCCII社CKOH 中e八epau;rrrr,r仄€ HarryrrraIOTC51 KOHCTIITYIJ;IIOHHhI€ 
IIpIIH皿 IhI,IIOIIIIpaIOTC51 rrpaBa I CB06咆竺 qeJIOB€Ka.
(I think there is also a need for urgent development of legal grounds in the territory 
of the Russian Federation, where constitutional principles are violated, human rights 
and freedoms are violated.) 
(Yeltsin 1999) 
The difference in the expression of the word CBo6o江a(freedom) in 1994 and in 1999 is an 
understanding of the development of a democracy in the Russian Federation as the birth 
of new country. In the first Yeltsin's administration, he aimed to spread an understanding 
of the word'freedom'because in the Soviet Union the nation did not have a concept of 
word the'freedom'in their life. In the last year of Yeltsin's administration, he mentioned 
the necessity of protecting of human rights under the law. 
As figure 2 shows, one of the key words in Yeltsin's second administration is Kptt3rrc 
(crisis). Collocations of this word are affiliated to economy-related words such as 3KOHOM皿 ecK雌
(economic), 中皿aHCOBhI計 (financial),610八平eTHhI社 (budgetary)and 6aHKOBKMM (banking). 
These collocations account for 18% in the usage of the word Kptt3MC (crisis). The usage 
of Kpmttc (crisis) also shows the attitude of Yeltsin's administration towards a difficult 
situation. Yeltsin expresses the end of difficult situations with the words Bhrxo八M3KpM3MCa 
(exit from a crisis) , t36eMaTh Kptt3ttca (escape from a crisis) or rrpeo,n;oJieBaTh Kptt3MC 
(overcome a crisis). See, (8), (9) and (10). 
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(8) Mhl C03邸呵 peHO可HYIO3KOHOMIIKY, KOTOpa51 II03BOJI皿 arrpeO,IJ,OJieTh KplI3lIC 6e3 
KaTaCTpO中， BhIMTHH3 er狐 aH CTa6HJIH3HpOBaTh CHTyau,nro. 
(We created a market economy that allowed us to overcome the crisis without catastrophe, 
get out of the recession and stabilize the situation.) 
(Yeltsin 1998) 
(9) l.JTO H狐 0郎 JiaTb,LI,JI51 BbIXO邸 I3KpII3IICa I KaKJIM rryTeM ,LI,BIIraTbC51 .n,aJibIIe? 
(What should (we) do to overcome the crisis and how to move on?) 
(Yeltsin 1999) 
(10) He II36e平 aThKpII3IICa rOC)'. 血 pCTBY'BKOTOpOM Ha IIJiaBy y,n;ep平 IIBaIOTCC兄
tterrJiaTe平 ettecrroco6皿 rerpe,r,r:pI5ITI5.I, He yMeIOru;He rrpOII3BO皿 ThKOHKypeHTOCIIOC06ttyIO 
rrpo邸 KD;IIO.
(The government should not avoid也 crisisthat insolvent corporation, which are 
unable to produce competitive products.) 
(Yeltsin 1999) 
As in excerpts from (8), (9) and (10), Yeltsin appealed to the nation as the leader of the 
country. He presented the idea of an effective market economy, and in this sentence the 
pronoun'MbI'(we) indicates Yeltsin's administration. In (9) Yeltsin threw out a question to 
the audience. In this sentence Yeltsin did not say who should overcome the crisis in Russia. 
Before this sentence Yeltsin listed three questions: "BbIJIII JIM y Pocc皿 IIIaHCII36e平 aTb
Kpu3uca ?" (Were there any changes to avoid a crisis in Russia?), "珈JI'ilOTC'ilJIM pe屯OpMbl
rrpu暉 HOi1Ha皿 X6e戒"(Are the reforms the cause of our troubles?) and"由TOrrpOII30IIIJIO 
II'-ITO rrpOIIIIIO皿 TB poccuucKou 3KOHOMIIKe7" (What happened and what is happening 
in the Russian economy?). Yeltsin delivered his address with a questioning style. These 
questions allowed bureaucrats and the Russian nation to look back on the Russian situation 
and see the current situation. In addition these questions were effectively delivered to as 
in (9) without showing the specific actor. In (10) Yeltsin put the word'government'as 
subject expressed it's duty towards the country. Yeltsin described the ideal of government 
and presented himself as the leader of the country, comparing the past and current Russia. 
The words in Yeltsin's addresses indicate the current issues and the ideal construction 
of Russia. Yeltsin set an ideal vision of Russian Federation as an aim, and he revealed 




6.2. Headlines in the press 
The Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal Assembly began in 1994. At present, 
the president of Russia deliver the address on the 12th of December, which is the anniversary 
of the Russian Constitution. During years Yeltsin's time, the address occurred in February 
or March.Table 2 shows the dates when the Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal 
Assembly were given by Yeltsin, and the dates articles that were published in the press 
"He3aBMCMMa~ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper). The numbers in parenthesises show the 
number of the articles in the press. In 1994 the press "He3aBMCMMa~ra3eTa" (Independent 
Newspaper) gave a 24 hour advance notice about the addresses of Yeltsin, and in 1996 
and 1997 the press reported on the same day before the addresses took place. In 1999 it 
reported about the address given by Yeltsin on the same day but after the address was 
made. 
Addresses delivered the Yeltsin's Address delivered the next day 
year before day published articles addresses published articles 
1994 23 February(l) 
1995 
1996 23 February(l) 
1997 06 March(l) 
1998 
1999 
24 February 25 February(l) 04 March(l) 05 March(3) 
16 February 17 February(2) 18 February(2) 
23 February 24 February(l) 27 February(2) 
06 March 07 March(l) 11 March(l) 
17 February 18 February(2) 
30 March 30 March(1)31 March(l) 
Table 2: Dates of Yeltsin's addresses and articles in the press 
The number of published articles could be a rough indication of how journalists paid 
attention to the incident, and how they considered it worthy of attention. When journalists 
report about the events, they then encourage the readers to pay attention to the events, 
or the public opinion have interests to the events, therefore journalists write on the events. 
As Table 2 shows, journalists paid attention to the presidential address in 1994, because it 
was the first year of it. Journalists called attention to the readers on the previous day of 
the Yeltsin's first presidential address to the Federal Assembly. Journalists also reported 
on the previous day of the Yeltsin's address in 1996 and 1997. See, (11), (12) and (13). 
(11) IIOC.TTAHI1E IIPE3M,Il;EHTA IIAP.TTAMEHTY POCCMM: MHOro PMTOPMKM, MA.TIO 
KOHKPETMKM CMEHbI BEX HE IIPE,Il;BM,Il;MTC月， HOYCM.TT51TC月取X
roc-y: 且APCTBEHHOCTMM OIITMMM3MA 
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(THE MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT TO THE PARLIAMENT OF RUSSIA: 
THERE IS A LOT OF RHETORIC, THERE IS LITTLE CONCRETE VOLTE-
FACE, WHICH IS NOT EXPECTED, BUT THE SPIRIT OF STATEHOOD AND 
OPTIMISM) 
(23 February 1994) 
(12) CErO几H5IB-Y: 八ETorJIAIIIEHO IIOCJIAHl1E EJibQl1HA 
(TODAY YELTSIN'S ADDRESS WILL BE ANNOUNCED) 
(23 February 1996) 
(13) CErO八H5IIIPE311八EHTOBHAPO几YETIIOCJIAHl1E①E八EPAJibHOMY
COBPAHMIO 0八HAKOCTPAHA BY八ETホ 11TbfJIABHbIM OBPA30M ITO IIPl1H5ITOMY 
八YMOHBIO几ホETY
(TODAY PRESIDENT WILL ANNOUNCE THE MESSAGE TO THE FEDERAL 
ASSEMBLY HOWEVER THE COUNTRY WILL LIVE MAINLY ON THE ADOPTED 
DUMA BUDGET) 
(06 March 1997) 
A journalist made a headline about the first presidential address as (11) with a critical 
point. He pointed out that the presidential address will be announced to the Parliament 
of Russia to notify the readers that this address is one of the official political events. 
The journalist got pre-existing information, and he expressed the image of the presidential 
address briefly in a headline. The journalist reported the impression of the first president 
before the Russian nation knew its content to encourage to the nation to listen the Yeltsin's 
address with bias. When compared to (11), (12) is a simple headline. In (13) it's reported 
that Yeltsin would state the address in the beginning of the headline, and after the first 
pause the journalist gave information about the address, which would be given by Yeltsin 
on the next day. He continues the headline with the word'however'after the notice of 
the Yeltsin's address, and the second part gives the readers an understanding that there 
would be gap in the proposal of solution to a budget in the country between the Yeltsin's 
administration and the Duma. This headline provides an impression to the readers to feel 
anxious for the future of the Russia and question Yeltsin as a leader of this country. 
The headlines, which journalists wrote after the Yeltsin's addresses on 1994, 1996 and 
1997 are as following. See, (14), (15) and (16). 
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(14) IIOCJIAHI1E IIPE3I1,IJ:EHTA: BCE IIPABI1JlbHO I1八ABHOI13BECTHO C PE似OPMAMI1
ITO fA釦~APY IIOKOH叩EHOI1 IIPI1H汀TA,BI1,IJ:I1MO, 
IIPOfPAMMA OIIII03I1且11
(THE MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT: ALL RIGHT AND EVERYTHING HAS 
BEEN KNOWN WITH THE REFORMS ON GAIDAR, WAS ENDED, 
THE OPPOSITION'S PROGRAM WAS ADOPTED) 
(25 February 1994) 
(15) B1:-IEPA BOPI1C E.Jlb~I1H OBPATI1JIC月 C IIPE3I1~EHTCK0M IIOC.JIAHI1EM K 
<I>E八EPA.JibHOMYCOBPAHI1印 BIIOC.JIAHI1I1, B 1:-IACTHOCTI1, CKA3AHO: 
"A.JibTEPHATI1BOM几EMOKPATI1I1MOrYT CTATb .JII1BO XAOC I1 AHAPXI151, 
.JII1BO几I1KTAKYPA.HI-I Toro, HI-I几PYroroPocc11z1 Yぷ EHETBbl八EP水 I-IT"
(YESTERDAY BORIS YELTSIN APPEALED IN THE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
TO THE FEDERAL ASSEMBLY, IN PARTICULAR HE SAID: "ALTERNATIVE 
DEMOCRACY CAN BECOME CHAOS AND ANARCHY, OR DICTATORSHIP. 
THERE'S NO OTHER RUSSIA HAVING ALREADY HAVING ANYTHING") 
(24 February 1996) 
(16) IIPE3I1且EHTCKOEIIOC.JIAHI1E HA CAM OM~EJIE OKA3A.JIOCb HOBATOPCKI1M 
EC.JII1 Ero I1八EI-IE~八YTPEAJII13IIBAHbI. POCCI1月 ~EMCTBI1TE.JlbHO B3几OXHET
CBOBO八HO
(PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGE ACTUALLY WOULD BE INNOVATIVE IF ITS 
IDEAS WILL BE REALIZED. RUSSIA WILL BREATHE FREELY) 
(07 March 1997) 
On the next day after Yeltsin's first address journalist wrote the headline (14) with his 
evaluation of the address. Journalist assessed that the policy, which Yeltsin's administration 
plan to carry on, was right. It gave an impression to the readers that this journalist and the 
readers already had idea or expectation to the Yeltsin's administration. At the beginning of 
this headline, journalist estimates the policy with a positive word'right', but he expresses 
dissatisfaction that from Yeltsin's policy we could not know something new way to the 
Russian society. (15) was reported on the year, when Yeltsin was reselected a post of 
president. At that time on the first election of the president, Yeltsin got less than majority 
in the competition with Gennadii Zyuganov in Russian Communist Party, but Yeltsin was 
elected at the conclusive election. At this time, the support rate of Yeltsin was low because 
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of the health of Yeltsin, conflict of Chechen or economic weakness. In (15) journalist quoted 
phrase from Yeltsin's address. He continued the headline with an emphatic expression to 
deliver the readers that Yeltsin made a point about alternative of a way to democracy in 
his address. Yeltsin's address in 1997 was evaluated as innovative policy. Journalist took an 
attitude of skepticism to his policy on the sideline with the expression of subjunctive mood. 
In this headline journalist used personification'Russia'as subjective, not put personal 
pronoun'we'. From his expression journalist intended to deliver the nuance that whole 
Russian nation could breathe freely from the current Russian situation, if Yeltsin's policy 
would be realized, in other words, the economic situation would be improved. 
6.3. Expressions about Yeltsin in the press 
As in headlines journalists provided own impression of Yeltsin's addresses or neutral 
information of this event. Figure 3 shows the relationship among texts of "He3aBMCHMa5.I 
ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper). As the result of correspondence analysis shows that 
articles in the press can not be divided depend on years. It means the usage of words do 
not depend on the period and not the topic in Yeltsin's addresses. Figure 4 shows the 
words in the articles. In the center there are EJihIIHH (Yeltsin) or rrpe3H邸 HT(president), 
because journalists reported addresses of Yeltsin. In the bottom of figure 4, there are words 
Iloc⑱ H皿 (addresses)and Ilocna皿 e(address) as subject. The keywords, which are related 
to policy or political event, are pec):>opM (reform), pec):>opMhI (reforms), BJiaCTh (of power) 
and町 6opoB(of election). The functional words include I.JIM (or), 八a:lKe(even), Ho (but), 
O皿 aKo(however) and so on. 
When viewed from the expression about Yeltsin, journalists tended to use different 
nuance depending on a situation. There are variations of expression about Yeltsin in the 
press: EJihIIHH (Yeltsin), BopHc EJihIIHH (Boris Yeltsin), rrpe3H郎 HT(presid四 t),rrpe3H邸 HT
EJib皿 H(president Yeltsin), rnaBa rocy,n;apcTBo (head of state). When journalists use a 
name of Yeltsin as a genitive, they use as following: rrocna皿 eEn瓦 vrna(address of Yeltsin), 
IIOCJia皿 errpe3皿 eHTa(address of president) or no MHeH叩 En皿 HHa(according to Yeltsin), 
no MHeHHIO BopHca EJihIIHHa (according to Boris Yeltsin). Table 3 shows the usage of words, 
which indicates Yeltsin, and those oblique cases. Table 3 shows that journalists tend to 
use the name of Yeltsin more than Yeltsin's name with his position. In addition journalists 
userrpe3n, ⑯ HT (president) when they mention Yeltsin's addresses. The usage of these words 
in concordance lines shows an attitude of journalists to Yeltsin. See (17) and (18). 
(17) B CBOeM nocJI紐皿napJiaMeHTYBopu:c EJih皿 HnpH3Ba.JI K yKpenJieHHIO rocy: 皿 pCTBeHHOCTH
Ha OCHOBe KoHCTHTYIJ;HH K Haxo平郎HHI06aJI紐 caMe氷 3邸 Il0Tpe6HOCT5IMHpe中OpMnpyeMO社
3KOHOMHKH H COIJ;Ha.JibHbIMH HY平 ,n;aMHHaCeJI暉 H只．
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Figure 3: The texts'relationships of "He3aBHCHMa5.I ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper) 
(In his own message to the parliament, _f:oris Yeltsin called for strengthening statehood 
on the basis of the Constitution and finding a balance between the needs of the 
reformed economy and the social needs of the population.) 
(04 March 1994) 
(18) Mo水 eTJIU EJibII;HH ,ll,OBeCTH HX ,l,O I03HTHBHOro 3Tarra HJIH OHH 6y,J,YT 6poUieHhl Ha 
IIOJIIIYTH H KTO-TO HHOH BCe Ha可HeTCHa'IaJia, C HOBO註 CTpaHHJJ;hI,KaK He pa3 y)Ke 
6bIB邸 oB PoccHH? 
(Can Yeltsin bring them to a positive stage or they will be thrown halfway and 
someone else will start al over again, from a new page, as has already happened in 
Russia many times before?) 
(07 February 1994 (2)) 
When journalists use Bopu:c EJih皿 H(Boris沢 ltsin),they mentioned that Yeltsin addressed 
his policy and what he took particular note as policy in his administration. This means 
that when journalists used BopIIC EJihii;IIH (Boris Yeltsin), they regarded the name of 
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Figure 4: The words'relationships of "He3aBHCHMa51 ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper) 
Yeltsin as a leader of current administration. Whereases, when jourunalis wrote only E.r1, 皿
(Yeltisn) without his first name, the writer became one observer to Yeltsin's ability as a 
president in Russia. It means that Yeltsin was a private individ叫 ，nota leader of current 
administration, at that time. That is the reason of the tendency as table 3 shows that the 
usage of rrpecrr郎 HTE.rrhIJ;MH (president Yeltsin) is low frequency in the articles. 
When journalists used the position rrpe3H郎 HT(president), it indicated the power or 
authority as a president of Russia. Almost al the usage of rrpe3M邸 HT(president) and 
rrpec瓦n;eHTp① / PoccIIII (president of Russian Federation/ president of Russia) were used as 
genitive case as rroc.rraHrre rrpecrr,L1,eHTa (address of president). The articles, which this study 
used, reported about Russian Presidential Addresses to the Federal Assembly, therefor 
roc.ra皿 errpecrr庶 HTa(address of president) was used as one appellation. Following excerpts 
are different expression of usage of Yeltsin's position except appellation as rroc.rraHrre 
rrpecrr八eHTa(address of president). See (19), (20) and (21). 
(19) Ilpe3M,n;eHT c可JITaeTHeo6xo,n;JIMbIM rocy,n;apCTBeHHOe peryJIMpOBa皿 e3KOHOMJIKJI. 




subject 38 times 
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(30 March 1999) 
(20) B咄 PAB KPEMJIE COCTORJICR 6p叫 HHrIIOMOIII;HHKOB rrpe3H庶 HTaPocc皿 reopr皿
CaTapoBa, AJieKcar訊 paJlHBIIIHHa H B~ 四 ecJiaBaKocHKOBa. 
(Yesterday in the Kremlin a briefing was held by the assistants of the President of Russia 
Georgy Satarov, Alexander Livshits and Vyacheslav Kosikov.) 
(18 February 1995) 
(21) fJiaBa rocy,n;apcTBa c叩HTaeT''-ITOKa6HH€T MHHHCTpOB 06四 aHPYKOBO,Il;CTBOBaTbCR 
rrpe)K,n;e Bcero CTpaTeru'-IeCKHMH u;eJI51Nm, HaMe屯eHHbIMllB IIOC⑱ H皿 xrrpecu,n;eHTa. 
(The head of state believes that the cabinet of ministers must be guided primarily 
by the strategic goals outlined in the president's messages.) 
(30 March 1999) 
The image of expressions rrpe3疇 HT(preside叫 rrpec疇 HTp① / Pocc皿 (presidentof 
Russian Federation/ president of Russia) and rnaBa rocy,II,apcTBa (head of state) was very 
similar as a leader of the country. When journalists used these words, they describe a 
power, authority and responsibility as a president. When the writer indicated the action 
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or consideration of Yeltsin, using his position and comparing with other managerial post, 
then it efectively works to describe sense of presence of Yeltsin as a president of Russian 
Federation. If journalists wrote the name of Yeltsin in the above excerpts (19), (20) 
and (21), mean that the idea or power would focus on personal Yeltsin. The Russian 
Presidential Addresses are the one way to deliver the policy of current administration, 
therefor journalists use different expressions with various nuances in the press. 
7 . Conclusion 
This study investigated the points of view between Yeltsin's addreses, the Russian 
Presidential Addreses to the Federal Assembly, and the published articles in the "He3aBHCHMa51 
ra3eTa" (Independent Newspaper). 
Yeltsin's presidential addresses were divided into the first period of his administration, 
from 1994 to 1995, and the second period, from 1996 to 1999. The keywords in the first 
period are related to political words, and in the second period, to developing the business 
environment. The word 6ecorrocHOCTh (safety) shows that Yeltsin payed attention the safety 
of citizens and the war with Chechen. He tried to explain the concept of democracy in the 
context of the Russian Federation using the word CBo6o,n,a (freedo叫 Moreover,Yeltsin 
considered solving the economical crisis in Russia, using key word KpH3HC (crisis) and he 
throw questions to the audiences: politicians and nation so that they could think about a 
situation of current Russia. 
The journalists reported on Yeltsin's addresses to the Federal Assembly before and 
after the days of Yeltsin's presentation. The headlines in the press were almost written 
in capitals. It effects to catch eye of readers. When journalists wrote before the day of 
Yeltsin's addresses, they tended to prejudice the readers Yeltsin's addresses. Journalists 
obtained the information of Yeltsin's addreses beforehand, and they reported impressions 
based on this, for the citizens to watch and listen to the president addresses with a critical 
eye. In the article journalists used different nuance for making mention of Yeltsin, using 
six different expressions. When journalists used the name of Yeltsin with his first name, 
then it means a leader of a current administration, whereas when journalists use the name 
of Yeltsin without his first name, then journalists tend to be a observer of the Yeltsin's 
ability as a leader of the country. The names of managerial post make a image of power or 
authority of its'person, but not his administration. 
Yeltsin addresed his policy to change over a democratic system, recover the economic 
crisis. The journalists had a rights to report on Yeltsin with a critical eye at that time. 
The future tasks of this study are to compare the words, which Yeltsin mentioned in his 
addresses and the published articles, to investigate the gap in understanding what Yeltsin 
proposed and what journalists reported to the readers. 
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